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Through a Lens, Brightly:
How the worldview of  incredible fiction describes the 
spirit of  the age
Applying digital tools to analyse a 
fictional genre
Ben Menadue James Cook University
Why science fiction?
Popular fiction reflects human interests – science fiction has 
become ‘normal’ fiction in demographic appeal
A lack of content limitations in science fiction encourages 
exploratory thematic and mythological content as well as 
encouraging writing that mirrors “the future now”
Other forms of fiction are more constrained by genre 
characteristics
Magazine science fiction is rapidly produced, and ephemeral – a 
form of literature closely linked to contemporary society
It includes editorial, reader feedback and advertising content that 
provides additional contextual information
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science fiction consumer age profiles 
current online survey built with Google Forms (n=865)
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A standard demographic (compared to US census data)
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There’s a lot of it to work with...
Theoretical approach
Synthesising quantitative and qualitative methods offers the 
potential to find results that demonstrate improved statistical 
robustness over purely qualitative approaches
Computer technology now exists both for quantitative 
analysis and the coding of  qualitative data, which makes a 
large-scale approach feasible (and Franco Moretti goes even 
bigger, and broader)
It was impossible until the latter part of  the 1980s to carry 
out meaningful computational text analysis at all
Today manually attempting the scale of  my work is simply 
unfeasible (reading one text a day would take 12 years)
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Digital data collection 
Primary literature analysis
Quick
Methodical 
Quantitative
Inexpensive (if  you already have the 
material…)
Online surveys
Cheap and surprisingly easy
Qualitative and quantitative (Likert scale and free 
text answers)
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Methodology “zoomed out”:
the scale of  the digital approach
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Amazing Stories:
one publication, by 
decades, by years, by 
issues, by individual 
pages:
•80 years
•960 issues
•153,600 pages
•46,000,000 words
Automation (Mac) 
Adobe pdfs created from folders of  page images
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Extracting text from PDF pages using Adobe 
Acrobat Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 
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This takes quite 
some time, even  
with a fast 
processor and 
solid-state drive –
approximately 80 
issues a day
In the early 80s, 
John Burrows 
took several years 
to process and 
analyse six novels 
by Jane Austen
(Burrows, 1987)
Astounding Stories 1930 v01n01 raw text 
after OCR
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Stripping out OCR artefacts
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Courtesy of: Adam Rehn JCU School of  Business (Information Technology)
Astounding Stories 1930 v01n01 
text after processing
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RegEx assistance from Bruce Belson and autocorrect script by Peter Norveig
Summary
(Some) Digital Methods for Text Analysis
Quantitative analysis of  content:
Bulk extraction of  text from approximately 50% of  
all pulp science fiction published in the 20th century –
4,000 volumes, or nearly 200,000,000 words… 
Compiling PDFs, OCR: scripting, automation and 
RegEx
Text analysis – word frequencies, comparing content 
across time periods to highlight points of  interest
Using NVivo (which creaks) and R libraries
Benchmarking of  results against broader corpus of  
English text using Google Ngrams
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Limitations and caveats
Sources restricted to US and UK periodicals from the  mid-
1930s until the end of  the century – earlier literature tends to 
be based on crime and western pulp formulas
It’s not just about text analysis – editors, agents, writers and 
publishers also played a part
Online survey data is subject to known factors such as 
technology use, gender bias of  survey responses and survey 
distribution patterns
Comprehending data on this scale can be challenging
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Visualising frequency results
Wordclouds: Stand on Zanzibar (1968)
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Benchmarking word frequencies 1945 to 1994: 
Google ‘lots of  books’ vs Astounding Science Fiction 
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Frequency graphs
Google Ngrams: Atomic vs Nuclear
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(Google Ngrams, 2015)
Historical context of  word frequency
Ngrams: mapping to historical events
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(Google Ngrams, 2015)
Outward reading: “zooming in”
“Outward reading”* of  texts including themes 
and ideas identified in quantitative analysis 
which are not otherwise readily accessible:
Editorials,
Reader feedback surveys (quantitative and 
qualitative), 
Letters to the editor and advertising 
A literary-critical approach
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*(Scholes & Wolfman, 2010) 
Searching for the 
obscure: 
Dianetics (Scientology)
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Astounding Science Fiction 
v45n03 (1950-05)
NVivo
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Advertising
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Worlds of  Tomorrow 
v05n01 p164 Dianetics 
Advertising
There are over 100 
Dianetics / 
Scientology  adverts 
from 1950 to the 
present day  -
frequency and 
content is variable
Discovering “Lost”
literature
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“Vianetics: a hook revtew
hy C. DALY KING, PH.D.
DIANETICS: the modern 
science of  mental healtlz, by L. 
Ron Hubbard. New York: 
Hermitage House. xxvii, 452 
pp. $4.00.
THIS volume is full of  
assertions and claims, and 
frequent reference is made in it 
to "scientific evidence," but 
your reviewer could find no 
item of  such evidence in its 
400-odd pages.”
Fantasy and Science 
Fiction v01n01 (December 
1950)
Outputs
Synthesis of  the Qualitative with the 
Quantitative to identify correlations and test 
validity 
Investigation of  the world view: enduring 
human themes and mythologies
Reading the spirit of  the age: how people 
responded to content that is a specific product 
of  their time – new and revolutionary ideas, 
influence of  historical events and changes in 
popular culture and society
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Questions
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Yes, I’d like to hear it, Hal. Sing it for me.
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